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DERIVED TENSOR PRODUCTS IN 
STABLE HOMOTOPY THEORY 
ALAN ROBINSON 
(Receioed 16 March 1981) 
GENERAL HOMOLOGY theories associated with spectra were introduced by 
Whitehead[21]. If E is a spectrum, the E-homology of X is defined by 
. E,X = r*(E A X). 
Products in E-homology usually arise from a multiplication map E A E + E. Some 
kind of associativity condition is normally required, and the most satisfactory one is 
an A, structure analogous with those defined for H-spaces by Stasheff. We in- 
corporate this structure in our definitions of ring and module spectra in 02. 
The stable homotopy category, with spectra as objects, resembles in many 
respects the derived category[l9] of an abelian category, whose objects are chain 
complexes. For instance, both categories have mapping cone constructions which 
make them into triangulated categories. This analogy can be taken further: the 
spectrum E A X, which is used to define E,X, corresponds to the chain complex used 
to define the ordinary homology of X In this paper we introduce a functor in the 
stable homotopy category which corresponds to the left derived tensor product 6 in 
the derived category. Since 6 is the construction which underlies Kiinneth theorems 
for ordinary homology, it is reasonable that our functor should give Ktinneth and 
universal coefficient theorems in general homology. These results, which unify and 
extend previous ones, are proved in 014. They were promised in the introduction to 
[151. 
We now state the main results in more detail. Let E be a ring spectrum, F a right 
E-module and G a left E-module (all with A, structures). By means of a geometric 
bar construction we obtain a new spectrum F A EG, the derived tensor product of F 
and G over E. This is a homotopy-invariant construction with the following basic 
properties. 
(0.1) If F’* F+ F”+ SF’ (resp. G’ + G + G”+ SG’) is a cofibration triangle of 
right (resp. left) E-modules then F’ A EG+ F A EG+ F” A EG+ SF’ A EG (resp. 
F A EG’ + F A EG”+ F A &SG’) is a cofibration triangle. 
(0.2) If F (resp. G) is the union of module subspectra {FA} (resp. {G,}) then F A EG 
is the union of the subspectra {F* A rG} (resp. {F A EGA}). 
(0.3) If F and G have the standard module structures over the sphere spectrum S, 
then F A sG = F A G. 
(0.4) There are standard homotopy equivalences F A EE = F and E A EG 3 G. 
(0.5) If L is a ring spectrum, G an (E, I,)-bimodule and M a left L-module, then 
FA.(GA~M)=(FA~G)A~M. 
(0.6) For any ring spectrum L (with A, structure) there is a spectral sequence 
E?,,, = Tork;E(L*F, L,G) JL,.+,(F A EG), 
(0.7) If HR, HM and HN are Eilenberg-MacLane spectra corresponding to a ring 
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R, right R-module M and left R-module N, then the spectral sequence (0.6) for stable 
homotopy collapses to give 
7-rsCl-f A mHN) = Tor:(M, N) 
and the k-invariants of HM A HRHN are trivial. 
The connection with the derived category in the case of ordinary homology may 
be stated as follows. If R is a ring, there is an Eilenberg-MacLane functor from the 
derived category of R-modules to the stable homotopy category. It is exact, and it 
L 
carries OR into A HR (Theorem 12.5). The spectral sequence (0.6) is in this case the 
second hyperhomology spectral sequence. 
01. STASHEFF CELLS AND SMASH PRODUCTS 
Owing to the non-associativity of the smash product functor for spectra, it is 
generally meaningless to ask that a ring spectrum be strictly associative. Instead, one 
asks for an A, structure ([l, 8, lo]). Therefore, in the bar construction, one needs 
Stasheff cells[l8] in place of simplices. We recall some of their properties. 
(1 .l) The Stasheff cell K,, is defined for all n 2 2. It is a CW complex homeomor- 
phic to a closed (n -2)-ball. The complement K, - aK, of the boundary sphere is a 
single (n - 2)-cell. 
(1.2) For r 2 2, s 2 2 and 1 c j c r there is a face embedding ~97’: K, x K, + K,+,_, 
as a subcomplex. These maps satisfy the relations 
here T is the map which interchanges factors. These identities are motivated by the 
fact that a;’ corresponds to the operation of substituting a word b, b2. . b, of length s 
for the jth letter in a word. ala2 . . a, of length r, forming the word 
a, . . +,(b, . . b,)q+, . . a,. 
(1.3) The maps and relations in (1.2) constitute a presentation of the CW complex 
aK, as a quotient of IV,+,=,+, U,,,,,(K, x K,). The union of all faces but one of K, is 
a deformation retract of K,. 
‘.(._)._ 
%- 
Fig. I. 
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Now we have to apply these to the construction of A, multiplicative structures on 
spectra. An A+tructure on a ring spectrum E is a map from a cylinder to E: but the 
cylinder needs to have (E A E) A E at one end and E A (E A E) at the other. For an 
A, structure, one requires a sequence of higher-dimensional analogues of the cylinder, 
resembling n-parameter families of smash products. We shall show that in Board- 
man’s category[20] these spectra can be constructed. For this, we find it necessary to 
use the full strength of Boardman’s highly-developed theory of smash product 
functors. 
We recall that a smash product functor in n variables is determined by a point in 
the space LIE((Rm)“, R”) of linear isometric embeddings of the prehilbert space (R”)” 
in R” ([20], Chap. IX). When the choice of isometry is understood, we write 
x, A x, A . . A X, for the smash product. To compare the smash products associated 
with different isometries, Boardman uses trace functors. Given a finite complex L and 
map h:L+LIE((R”)“, R”), one constructs a trace functor trh in n variables with 
spectra as values. When the map h is understood, we write L’ A X, A X,. . A X,, for 
the value of tr h at (X,, X,, . . , X,). The construction has the following properties. 
(1.4) If L is a point, then L’ A X, A X, A . . A X, = X, A . . A X,. 
(1.5) If M is a subcomplex of L, then tr h and tr(hlM) are related by a natural 
inclusion M’ A X1 A . , h X,, C L’ A X, h . . A X,, which is a homotopy equivalence if 
the inclusion M C L is ([20];9.6). 
(1.6) Let D~“:LIE((R”)‘, R”) X LIE((R”)“, R”)+ LIE((R”)““-‘, R”) be the sub- 
stitution map given by DT’((p,$) = cp(l’-’ X IJ x I'-'). Then if h:L+ LIE((R”)‘, R”) and 
k:M + LIE((R”)“, R”) are given maps, the trace of the map D?“(h x k):L x, M + 
LIE((Rm)‘+S-f, R”) Satisfies (L X M)’ A X, h . . A X,+s_, = L’ h X, A . . A Xi_, A 
(M’ h Xj A e. A Xj+s_,) A . . A Xr+s_,. 
1.7 LEMMA. There exists a sequence of maps h,: K,-+ LIE((R”)‘, R”) such that 
the diagram 
4% 
K, x K, - LIE((Rm): R”) x LIE((R”)“, R”) 
apr 
I 
Df 
I 
K,+,-I 
b+,-1 P LIE((R’=)+‘, R”) 
commutes for all r 3 2, s > 2, 1 c j s r. Zf {hi) is another sequence of maps satisfying 
these commutativity conditions, then there exist homotopies H,: h, = h: through maps 
satisfying the same conditions. 
Proof. Suppose by induction that the h, have already been constructed for all 
r < n. By property (1.3), the maps @“(h, x h,) with r + s = n + 1 define a map 
aK,, + LIE((R”)“, R”). Since LIE((R”)“, R”) is contractible this extends to a map 
h,: K,, + LIE((R”)“, R”) as required. 
The homotopies H, are constructed similarly. 0 
The following proposition shows that the trace functors of the maps constructed in 
(1.7) yield all the cylinder objects we shall require. 
1.8 PROPOSITION. Let {h,} be a sequence of maps satisfying the conditions of (1.7). 
Then the associated trace functors are related by natural embeddings of spectra (the 
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face inclusions) 
a;‘: K; A X, A . . . A Xi-1 A (K: A Xj A . . A Xj+,_l) A . . A X,+$-I + KT+,-, A Xl A . . 
A X,+,-I 
for r 2 2, s 2 2, 1 s j s r, such that 
(i) the face identities (1.2) hold; 
(ii) the maps a;” for r + s = n + 1, together with the relations (i.2), constitute a 
presentation of the spectrum aKi A X1 A . . A X,; 
(iii) the union of aff faces except one is a deformation retract of Kz A X, A . . A 
X”. 
Further, let {H,} be a system of homotopies as in (1.7). Then the associated trace 
spectra tr H, = (1 X K,)’ A X, A Xz A . . A X, are related by face embeddings with 
properties formally similar to those above. The inclusions tr h, C tr H, and tr h> C tr H, 
are homotopy equivalences commuting with the face embeddings. 
Proof. The face inclusion shown is the composite of the isomorphism (1.6) arising 
from 0;’ and the inclusion (1.5) arising from the face map 8;‘: K, x K, + K,+,_,. The 
proposition follows from standard properties of the trace and of the Stasheff com- 
plexes. cl 
82.RINGSPECTRA ANDMODULESPECTRA 
We now give the definition of ring spectrum. It requires A, associativity, but not 
homotopy commutativity. It is almost certainly equivalent to the definition given in 
[8], except that all our spectra are CW spectra[20]. 
We use the notation of 01 for smash products and cylinder objects: except where 
the contrary is stated, it is understood that a sequence of maps {h,} satisfying the 
conditions of (1.7) has been chosen once for all. If X is a spectrum, we denote by 
X ‘(“) the smash product of n copies of X. 
2.1 Definition. A ring spectrum is a spectrum E together with muftipficatiue 
structure maps I*_“: Ki A E”““+ E for n Z= 2 such that: 
(i) the diagram 
Inlr,nI 
K; A E”“-1) A (K: A E”(s)) A E*(‘-i)_+ K; A E A(r) 
commutes strictly for all r,s 2 2, 1 S j S r; 
(ii) there is a unit 1 E qE for the ring structure on rr*E induced by the map 
/.L?: E A E-E. 
Notes. For simplicity we assume the existence of a unit, although part of our 
theory can be constructed without. The unit of a ring is unique if it exists, so with 
each ring spectrum E is associated a homotopy class S-, E. 
2.2 Definition. Let (E, {CL,}) be a ring spectrum. A right E-module is a spectrum F 
together with module structure maps (P”: Kz A F A E”(“-“+ F for n 2 2 such that 
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(i) the diagrams 
K: A F A E^“-” ,, (K: ,, Eh(S)) h E”(‘-i) 
1 A I+ h 1 + K: A F A E”“-I) 
IX:+,_, A F A Encr+s-‘) 
%+5-l 
commute strictly for all r,s 3 2, 2 S j S r; 
(ii) in the action v*F@ 7rIT*E+ a,F induced by cpz. the unit 1 E 7r0E acts as the 
identity on r*F. 
A left E-module is a spectrum G together with module structure maps 
$” :K; A E”‘“-‘) A G + G satisfying the analogues of the above conditions. 
$3. MORPHISMS, TRANSPORT AND DEFORMATION OF STRUCTURES 
We first define strict morphisms of ring and module spectra. These have excellent 
properties, but are insufficiently general. One needs also morphisms which preserve 
structure up to homotopy. Alternatively, one can use structures on mapping cylinders: 
we call these transports. 
3.1 Definition. Let (E, {pL,}) and (E, {fi,,}) be ring spectra. A homomorphism from 
E to I? is a map e: E + B such that 
(i) The equality /i;,(l A en(“)) = ep,, holds for all n 2 2; 
(ii) the group homomorphism e,: T,E+ ~,8 satisfies e,(l) = 1. 
Further, let (F, {cp,}) be a right E-module and (F, I@,,}) a right E-module. An e-module 
homomorphism (E-module homomorphism if e = lE) is a map f: F + p such that 
@,(l A f A e ‘(“-‘)) = fp, for all n 3 2. 
Homomorphisms of left modules are defined similarly. 
3.2 Definition. Let (E, {F”}) and (E, {&}) be ring spectra, and e: E-+ ,?? a cellular 
map. A transport along e from (E,{F,}) to (j?, {&}) is a ring structure {v,} on the 
mapping cylinder M, such that the inclusions EC M, and l? C Me are homomor- 
phisms. 
In addition, let F and P be modules as in (3.1) and f: F+ P a cellular map. A 
transport along f from (F, {cp,}) t_o (F, {+}) is an M,-module structure on M, such that 
the inclusion F C M, (resp. F C M,) is an (EC M,)-homomorphism (resp. an 
(B C M,)-homomorphism). 
In the case E = 8, a transport of ring structures along lE is called a deformation of 
ring structures on E. Then an associated transport along lF is a deformation of 
module structures on F. 
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3.3 LEMMA (i) Any ring structure on a spectrum can be deformed to one in which 
all the structural maps are cellular. 
(ii) If E is u ring spectrum with cellular structure maps, then any E-module 
structure on F can be deformed to a cellular one. 
Proof. (i) Let {~cL,.} be the given ring structure. By induction on n, we construct 
homotopies pn,l : p, = II, such that fi, is cellular and, for each t E [0, 11, {P”,~} is a ring 
structure. For the inductive step, suppose that I*~,~ has already been constructed for all 
2 G r < n. Then the homotopies ~,,~(l A ,u,,, A 1) for r + s = n + 1 fit together to give a 
homotopy from p,JaKi A E”‘“) to a cellular map. By the homotopy extension and 
cellular approximation theorems, this extends to a homotopy ~l”.~ from p” to a cellular 
map &: Kz A Ehcn) + E having all the required properties. 
(ii) The proof is similar to that of (i). q 
3.4 PROPOSITION (i) Let e: E += I? be a cellular map which is a homotopy 
equivalence. Then transport along e gives a bijection from deformation classes of ring 
structures on E to classes of ring structures on I?. 
(ii) Let E and I? have e-related ring structures as in (i), and let f: F + F be a cellular 
homotopy equivalence. Then E-module structures on F can all be transported along f to 
I?-module structures on F, and this correspondence is a bijection of deformation classes. 
Proof. The necessary transports and deformations are constructed by inductive 
arguments like that in (3.3). Since e and f are homotopy equivalences, the inclusions 
of the ends in the mapping cylinders are deformation retracts, and all the obstructions 
encountered are zero. a 
3.5 Remark. A similar argument shows that the structures we study are essentially 
independent of the choice of maps {h,} determining the smash product and cylinder 
functors. In fact, a given ring or module structure with respect to one sequence {h,} of 
maps satisfying (1.7) determines, uniquely up to deformation, a structure with respect 
to any other sequence {ha. The proof uses the homotopy equivalences tr h, C tr H, 
and tr h:C tr L-L, of (1.8), and induction as before. 
84. EXTENDING MODULE STRUCTURES TO SMASH PRODUCTS 
If F is a right E-module, and X is any spectrum, we show that X A F is a right 
E-module. This is trivial if X is a space; otherwise the non-associativity of smash 
products makes the proof depend upon the Stasheff cylinder constructions of 91. 
4.1 PROPOSITION. Let (F, {cp”}) be a right (E, {pn})-module, and let X be any 
spectrum. Then there exist maps a”+,: Ki,, A X A F A E^‘“-“+X A F such that: (i) 
the map @‘n+la~~“: X A (K:, A F A E A(n-“)+X A F is lx A cpn; (ii) there are face rela- 
tions 
@r+,-,a;s = @,(I A Cps A 1) 
1 
@,(@v A 1) j= 1; r,sS3 
j=2; rS3,sa2 
@,(I A CL, A 1) j 3 3; r 3 3, s 2 2; 
(iii) the maps & = @n+lay’: R’, A (X A F) A E’ “*-I’+ X A F give an E-module struc- 
ture on X A F. 
Further, the entire structure is unique up to deformation. 
Proof. Suppose by induction that we already have @,+, for all r < n, satisfying the 
required conditions. Then (i) and (ii) specify am+1 uniquely on (Lk,,)’ A X A F A 
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E ‘(“-‘), where L!,,, is the union of all faces of K,+, except a:,‘. By 1.8(iii), there exists 
an extension to the whole of Ki,, A X A F A E”‘“-‘). Since (iii) above follows from 
(i), (ii) and 1.8(i), the induction is complete. 
Uniqueness up to deformation is proved similarly. 0 
4.2 Definition. The right E-module structure (unique up to deformation) on X A F 
given by 4.1 is called the standard extension of the given E-module structure on F. 
Similarly, a left E-module structure on G has a standard extension to G A X. 
$5. THE DERIVED TENSOR PRODUCT 
Let (E, {p,}) be a ring spectrum, (F, {(on}) a right E-module and (G, {$,,}) a left 
E-module. Suppose the structural maps pnr (P,, and $” are all cellular. We construct a 
spectrum F A EG by glueing together the spectra Ki A F A E”(“-” A G by means of 
the structural maps. Like other forms of the bar construction, this yields an object 
with a natural filtration. 
We now give the details. 
5.1 Construction of F A EG. We use an inductive procedure. To start with, we 
define (F A EG)n to be a point if n < 0. For the inductive step, assume we have a 
spectrum (F A EG)n with together with cellular maps 
i,,,: K+m+2 A F A E^‘“’ A G+(F A EG)n 
if j=l 
(5.2) if 2CjCr-1 
if j=r. 
Then by 1.8(ii) there is a unique and cellular map ih+!: dKz+3 A F A E”(“+‘) A G + 
(F A rG), such that the restriction to the face i’ n+l 87” (with r + s = n + 4) is given by the 
right hand side of (5.2). We define (F A EG) “+, to be the adjunction spectrum obtained by 
attaching Kz+x A F A E^‘““’ A G to (F A EG)n by the map iA+,, and we take in+, to be the 
characteristic map of this adjunction. Then (5.2) continues to hold, and the inductive step 
is complete. 
The induction gives a sequence of spectra (F A EG)n, with each one a subspectrum 
of the next. We define F A EG to be the union of this sequence. The subspectra 
(F A rG)” form the bar filtration of F A rG. It follows immediately from the con- 
struction that (F A EG)o = F A G and 
(5.3) (F A .G),/(F A EG)n_, = S”(F A E”(“) A G). 
Remarks. It is possible to describe F A rG in a single step as a difference cokernel, 
but the procedure above is then needed to prove existence. 
(ii) It is evident from the definition that the derived tensor product respects 
unions, as stated in (0.2) of the introduction. 
5.4 PROPOSITION. For,any homology theory L*, the bar filtration of F A EG gives 
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rise to a spectral sequence 
Ej,, = L,(F A E”(” A G)JL,+,(F A EG) 
s-l 
d:,, = (cpz A 
l”“‘),+C(-l)J(l^‘“~ p?~ 1”“-“)*+(-1)“(1““ A &)*. 
I=1 
Proof. It follows from (5.3) that the El-term is as stated. The differential d[,, is 
induced by the composite 
I’ 
aKf+z A F A E”(‘) A G’-(F * EG)~-I -(F A EC),-dF A EG)~-2 
of the attaching map ii with the natural projection. By (.5.2), the attaching map 
restricted to the face a?” is given by qoz A 1, 1 A pz A 1 or 1 A +b2 if v = 2, and maps 
into (F A EG),_2 if v > 2. The formula for di,, follows. 
Since the filtration is bounded below, the homology spectral sequence converges. 
q 
56. NATURALITY AND HOMOTOPY INVARIANCE 
Let e: E + fi be a homomorphism of ring spectra. Let f: F + Z? g: G + (I? be 
respectively right and left e-module homomorphisms. Then there is an induced map 
fA,g:F A~G+&QB. 
6.1 PROPOSITION. Zf e, f and g are weak homotopy equivalences, then so is f A eg. 
Proof. The spectral sequence of 5.4 shows that f A ,g induces an isomorphism in 
any homology theory, and in particular in stable homotopy. 0 
6.2 COROLLARY. Zf I.?‘, P and i? have ring and module structures obtained from those 
on E, F and G by transport (3.2) along homotopy equivalences, then there is a natural 
homotopy equivalence P A ~c = F A eG. 
In particular, the homotopy type of F A eG is invariant under deformation of the 
ring and module structures. 
Proof. Apply 6.1 to the inclusion- of each end in turn in the appropriate mapping 
cylinders. q 
6.3 Remark. A similar argument, using (3.5), shows that the homotopy type of 
F A eG is independent of the sequence {h,} of maps used to construct the smash 
product and cylinder functors. 
87. EXACTNESS OF THE DERIVED TENSOR PRODUCT 
(7.1) Let E be a ring spectrum and F a right E-module. In $4 we constructed a 
right E-module structure on X A F for any spectrum X. If X is a CW complex, an 
equivalent construction can be more simply made. In fact, there is a natural isomor- 
phism Ki A (X A F) A E”(“-I)- X A (K: A F A E”(“-I)) in that case, so that the 
required structure is given by the maps {lx A cp,}, where {cp,} are the structural maps 
of the module F. In particular, this applies when X is a l-simplex or a sphere, so we 
have explicit E-module structures on the cone CF and suspension SF. 
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Let f: F-+ F’ be a homomorphism of right E-modules (3.1). Since the inclusion 
F C CF of the base of the cone is also a strict homomorphism, there is an induced 
E-module structure on the mapping cone F’ U CF, and all the maps in the exact 
triangle 
(7.2) F+F’-+F’UCF+SF 
are homomorphisms of E-modules. Similarly, if g: G+ G’ is a homomorphism of left 
E-modules, there is an exact triangle of left E-modules 
(7.3) G-+G'+G'UCG+SG. 
We can now prove property (0.1) of the introduction. 
7.4 PROPOSITION. (i) The triangle F A eG ~F’A~G~(F’UCF)A~G~SFA~G, 
obtained by applying - A eG to (7.2) is exact. 
(ii) The triangle F A sG --* F A EGr + F A E(G’ U CG)+ F A ,SG, obtained by ap- 
plying F A E - to (7.3), is exact. 
Proof. We prove (i): the proof of (ii) is completely analogous. 
We observe that the maps FA~G+F’A~G+(F’UCF)AEG+SFAEG 
preserve the bar filtration. We assume as an inductive hypothesis that (F A EG)n + 
(F’ A eG)” + [(F’ U CF) A eG],, +(SF A EG)n is a cofibration sequence. This is cer- 
tainly true for n = - 1. 
There is a commutative diagram 
a%+, /\ F /\ Ed”+!) A G-(F A EG)n -(F A EGL+, 
I 
A F’ A E”(“+‘) A 
1 I 
aK;+3 G -(F’ A eG)n------+ (F’ A eG)n+, 
I I 
W+3 
i 
A (F’ U CF) A E”‘“+‘) A G-+[(F’U CF) A EGL+W’U CF) A ~Gln+, 
I 
s+, A SF A E”(“+‘) 
I I 
A G-W A EGL-(SF A EGL+,, 
in which the rows are cofibration sequences by the construction of the derived tensor 
product (5.1). The left-hand column is a cofibration sequence by a standard property 
of smash product, and the centre column is a cofibration sequence by the inductive 
hypothesis. In the right-hand column are the maps induced on cofibres by the squares 
on the left. Therefore, the nine-lemma in stable homotopy theory, the right-hand 
column is a cofibration sequence. Thus the inductive step is complete. 
We have now shown that F A eG+ F’ A EG+(F’ U CF) A EG+ SF A EG is the 
union of an increasing sequence of cofibration sequences. A standard limit argument 
(using the fact that the composite of two adjacent maps is nullhomotopic) shows that 
the union is also a cofibration sequence. q 
88. THE PRODUCT OVER THE SPHERE SPECTRUM 
The sphere spectrum S has a standard ring structure which has the identity map as 
a unit. Every spectrum has standard left and right S-module structures, which are 
transported by every map of spectra. 
The following proposition establishes (0.3) of the introduction. 
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8.1 PROPOSITION. For any spectra F and G, the inclusion F A G C F A SC is a 
homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. The spectral sequence (5.4) for r*(F A sG) collapses to the edge, showing 
that the inclusion of the zeroth stage in the bar filtration induces an isomorphism of 
homotopy groups. 0 
69. THE PRODUCTS F A EE AND E A EG 
A ring spectrum is evidently a left and right module over itself. The following 
property of these modules is that stated in (0.4). 
9.1 PROPOSITION. There are natural homotopy equivalences F A EE = F (for every 
right E-module F) and E A eG = G (for every left E-module G). 
Proof. The module structure maps (P,,: Kz A F A E”‘“-I)+ F factor through the 
maps i,: Ki A F A E”(“-‘) + F A eE to give a map cp: F A eE+ F. To show that this is 
a homotopy equivalence it suffices to prove that, in the homotopy spectral sequence 
(5.4) for F A EE, the groups E:,, are zero for s > 0; and that cp induces an isomor- 
phism Ei,, = r,F. So it suffices to prove chain contractibility of the complex 
d!+l 4’ 4’ 
.._+T,(F ,, E”(S+‘))-+ . .._. r.+(F A E)A?r,F-0. 
Let 77: S + E represent the unit. Then the homomorphisms (1 A n)*: ~T*(F A E”‘“‘) + 
IT*(F A E nts+‘)) give the required contraction, as the formulae for dj in (5.4) show. 
The equivalence E A eG + G is established similarly. q 
010. THE BIMODULE EQUIVALENCE 
Let (E, {u,}) and (15, {A,}) be ring spectra. Suppose G is simultaneously a left 
E-module with structure maps {&}, and a right L-module with structure maps {a,}. 
10.1 Definition. An (E, L)-bimodule structure on G connecting the module struc- 
tures {$“} and {a,} is a family of maps 
or,,: K;+,!_, A E”(‘-‘) A G A LA”-“+ G 
(r, s 3 1; r + sf 2) satisfying the following relations (extending those of 2.2): 
(9 
(ii) 
%I= r> cc, * 0Jl.s = a,; 
W,-r+,,s(l A CLt A 1) if jar-t; 
w a!+‘-‘,’ = r.s , 
i 
Wj.r+qmt-j+l(l A Wr-j+l.t-r+j A 1) if r - t .< j S r; 
ww,+,(l A A, A 1) if j3 r-t 1. 
We are now in a position to prove (0.5). 
10.2 PROPOSITION. Let (G, {w,,}) be an ((E, {p”}), (L, {A,})-bimodule as above. Let 
(F, { ~0,)) be u right E-module, and (M, {p,}) a left L-module. Then there exist u right 
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L-module structure on F A eG, a left E-module structure on G A LM, and a natural 
homotopy equivalence 
Proof. In (4.1), we made F A G into a right L-module. By extending the process, 
we shall make F A EG into a right L-module. Specifically, by double induction on r 
and s there exist maps 
A,,,: K;+, A F A E”(‘-” A G A LACS-“+(F A EG)r_, 
(Y,,: Kf A (F A EG)r_, A L”‘S-“+(F A EG),_, 
such that 
(9 Ad S.‘+’ = (Y,,,(i,_, A 1) where i,_, is the identification map of (5.1); 
(ii) Al,.a;+s-t+~.r = ++i,h A 1) 
I 
if t<r+l, 
++,-,+‘(A,,,-, A 1) if t > r-t 1, 
A,-r+d A /-h A 1) if j>l, j+t<r+l, 
(iii) A,.,aj’“-‘+I.’ = Aj_‘,,+,_j_‘+z(l A W,_j+Z,j+l-r_’ A 1) 
1 
if j>l, j<r+l, j+tzr+2 
A,,,-,+,(1 A A, A 1) if j> r+2. 
(In the inductive step, (ii) and (iii) determine A,, compatibly on all faces but one, so 
that A,, exists by 1.8(iii). Then A,, determines t&, through (i).) By (ii) and (iii), the 
maps 4, for different r are compatible, and the resulting maps &-,: K: A (F A EG) A 
L n’s-“-+ F A EG form an L-module structure on F A EG. Thus the product 
(F A EG) A LM exists. 
Similarly, there exist maps 
‘PIrr,$: K;+, A E”‘-‘I A G A LA”-” A M +(G A LM),_, 
‘,&I K: A E”(‘-” A (G A LM)~-I+(G A LW-I 
satisfying face relations like the above. There results an E-module structure {I&} on 
G A L M, and so the product F A E(G A L M) exists. 
To compare the two triple products, we construct a further spectrum F A rG A LM 
by glueing together the spectra KF,,,’ A F A E”(‘-‘) A G A LA”-‘) A M. (The attaching 
is done along all faces except al”,“’ and a:Zi,“‘; the attaching maps are CD, A 1, 
A,, A 1, 1 A PI A 1, 1 A 01.u A 1, 1 A A, A 1, 1 A q,., and 1 A p,.) The spectrum 
F A EG A LM is doubly filtered, and there are inclusions 
The first filtration extends the bar filtration of F A E (G A ,M), and a comparison of 
spectral sequences shows that the inclusion induces an isomorphism of homotopy 
groups. Similarly, the other filtration extends the bar filtration on (F A EG) A rM, and 
the spectral sequence argument shows that the other inclusion is a homotopy 
equivalence. Therefore the two triple products are homotopy equivalent in a standard 
way. q 
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$11. SMASH PRODUCTS OF DERIVED TENSOR PRODUCTS 
(11.1) Suppose that the derived tensor products F A EC and P A FG exist. We shall 
show that (F A P) A Eng(G A e> exists and is homotopy equivalent to (F A EG) A 
(F A EC?). We must construct (E A &module structures on (F A I’) and (G A G), 
and that entails permuting factors in smash products. 
After (3.5) and (6.3), we know that our theory is independent of the maps {h,} used 
to construct the cylinder functors, but here we must consider specific choices. For 
definiteness, suppose that the ring and module structures on E, F and G are 
constructed using the maps h, : K, + LIE((R”)“, R”) as in (1.7), and those on E, F and 
d by using {h-,}. Suppose the smash products E A I?;, F A P and G A C? are con- 
structed using v : Rm@R”+ R”, which we may take to be an isomorphism. Let 
k,: K, + LIE((R”)“, Rx) be the map whose value at t E K, is the composite 
(R”)“=+@R”)“& 
h,lflrl;,lfl 
(m”o(m”- R=@R” A-R” where the permutation u” 
is given by a,(~,. yi,. . , x,, y,) = (x,, . . ,x,, yI,. . , y,). Then the maps {k,} satisfy the 
conditions of (1.7), and the diagonal map K,, -+ K, x K, induces for any spectra 
X,, . . , X,, Y,, . . , Y, a natural map 
A,: K; A (X, A Y,) A (x, A Yz) A . . A (x,, A Y,,)-+(K; A x, A . . A x,,) 
A (K; A Y, A . . A Y,) 
where the cylinder on the left is constructed using k,, and those on the right using h, 
and h-,. 
In the case when each Xi is E and each Yi is ,??, we can compose A, with the 
structure maps for the ring spectra E and ,??, and obtain a ring structure on E A l? 
(with respect to the maps {k,}). Similarly, F A P becomes a right (E A E)-module, 
G A t? becomes a left (E A E)-module, and A, induces a map 
A: (F, P) A (ehEE)(G A G)+(F A EC) A (F A &) 
by passage to the quotient. (From now on we suppress mention of the maps used to 
define the cylinder functors.) 
11.2 PROPOSITION. The map A constructed above is a homotopy equivalence 
(F A I’) A ,eng)(G A c)+(F A EC) A (P A EC?). 
Proof. Since F A EC and P A EC? are filtered, the smash product (F A EG) A 
(F A &) is doubly filtered. The associated total filtration gives rise to a convergent 
homotopy spectral sequence whose E’ term is the total chain complex of the double 
simplicial abelian group 
(i ik--+ ST,[(F A E^“’ A G) A (P A J!?~“’ A 6)]. 
On the other hand, the bar filtration of (F A P) A ,E,,~j(G A G) gives a homotopy 
spectral sequence whose E’ term is the chain complex of the associated diagonal 
simplicial group. By an adaptation of standard diagonal approximation techniques, 
using ([20], §9.6), the map A can be deformed to a filtration-preserving map. The 
induced map of spectral sequences is then an isomorphism from E’ onwards by the 
Cartier-Eilenberg-Zilber theorem ([6], §2.9). Therefore A induces an isomorphism of 
homotopy groups. q 
11.3 Example. Localization of derived tensor products. 
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Let P be a set of prime numbers. If X is a spectrum, the localization X, is 
S, A X, where SP is the P-local sphere (the Moore spectrum corresponding to the ring 
of rational numbers with denominators prime to P). By obstruction theory, a ring 
structure on E extends (uniquely up to deformation) to a ring structure on Ep. 
Similarly, if F is an E-module then Fp is an E,-module. By (10.2) and (11.2) we have 
(F A EG)P=FP I\ EG=F A EGp 
= Fp A EpGP = Fp A EGP. 
812. THE CASE OF EILENBERG-MAC LANE SPECTRA 
(12.1) If A is any abelian group, we denote by HA the Eilenberg-MacLane 
spectrum such that rO(HA) = A and ri(HA) = 0 for if 0. 
Let R = {RJnE~ be a graded ring, M a graded right R-module, and N a graded left 
R-module. (All rings are assumed to be associative, with unit, and all modules unital.) 
Then the generalized Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum HR = V,,&“(HR,) admits a ring 
structure {F~} such that 
(i) r,(HR) = R as rings; 
(ii) the multiplicative structure maps preserve the grading: 
pj(K: A S”lHR,, A . . A S”jHR,,) C Snl+..+“iHR,,+..+,i. 
The structure is unique up to deformation. All this follows from elementary obstruc- 
tion theory, since the higher homotopy groups of HR, vanish. 
Similarly, HM and HN have graded HR-module structures. These are unique up 
to deformation, and are transported along maps induced by homomorphisms of 
graded modules M + M’, N + N’. By 06, the spectrum HM A HR HN is unique up to 
homotopy equivalence, and is natural in M and N. Since the structure maps preserve 
grading, there is a natural splitting 
HM A ,,RHN = V,,,S’(HM A HRHN)I 
where (HM A HRHN)l, the component in total degree t, is 
identification maps of (5.1) of 
the image under the 
V~=?Vn,+“!+..+,,=r(K: A HM,,, A HR,, A . . A HNnj). 
The following theorem, which establishes (0.7), implies that these products are 
generalized Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra: 
12.2 THEOREM. Let M be a graded right module and N a graded left module over 
the graded ring R. Thin 
(i) rr,(HM A HRHN), = 
t 
Tor$W, N) if s30 
0 if s CO; 
(ii) The k-invariants of (HM A HRHN), are trivial. 
Proof. (i) We calculate r,(HM A HR HN), for s c 0 by using the spectra1 sequence 
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of (5.4). Since HM,, A HR,, A . . A HN,, has zero 
degrees, so does (HM A HR HN),. In degree zero we 
phism theorem, 
homotopy groups in negative 
have, by the Hurewicz isomor- 
.TT~( V,,, +,,=,(HM,,, A HR,, A . . A HN,,)) = (M@zR@(j-?)@z~), 
whence the spectral sequence gives an exact sequence 
m@l-I@n 
(MOzROiN,- (MOzW, + n,(HM A HR HN), +O 
in which m and n are the module structure homomorphisms. Therefore 
no(HM A HRHN), = (MORN),. 
We now show that the higher homotopy groups are the derived functors of tensor 
product. If N is a free R-module, we have r,(HM A HRHN), = 0 for s > 0 by (0.2) and 
(9.1); and if O+ N’+ N + N”+O is any short exact sequence of graded left R- 
modules, then there is by (7.4) an exact triangle 
..+HM A HRHN’+HM hHRHN+HM A HRHN”+S(HM A HRHN’)-+.. 
giving a natural long exact sequence 
. ---, a,(HM A HRHN’)~ + r,(HM h HRHN), -+ r,(HM A ,~RHN'), 
+ r,_,(HM A HRHN'),+. . 
Therefore all the axioms of Cartan and Eilenberg[4] for the left-derived functors of 
@R are satisfied, and so r,(HM A HRHN), = 7’ort,(M, N) for s 3 0. 
(ii) The (Z, R)-bimodule structure on M gives, by trivial obstruction theory, an 
(HZ, HR)-bimodule structure on HM. By (10.2), HM A HRHN is a left HZ-module. By a 
theorem of Whitehead ([21], 37), the k-invariants of HM A HRHN are trivial, and hence 
so are those of the summand (HM A HRHN),. 0 
12.3 Remark. The conclusion of (12.2) can be formulated as 
(HM A HRHN), = V;=,S”H( Tor:,(M, N)). 
However, this can be misleading: there is no canonical such equivalence, and if (say) 
N is an (R, R’)-bimodule, the right HR’-action on HM A HRHN given by (10.2) is not 
always equivalent to the sum of those on the H Torf,(M, N). 
12.4 Discussion. The proof above of (12.2) is the most direct determination of the 
homotopy type of HM A HRHN. However, a reinterpretation in terms of the derived 
category is both illuminating and powerful. Let D(R) (resp. D’(R)) denote the derived 
category[l9] of bounded-below chain complexes of right (resp. left) R-modules, and 
Y the stable homotopy category. Then the Eilenberg-MacLane functor H from 
R-modules to spectra extends to the derived category, where it carries the left-derived 
tensor product &R into the product A HR . The details are given in the following theorem. 
For the sake of brevity, we suppress mention of any internal grading on the R-modules 
considered, and we give only an outline of the proof. 
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12.5 THEOREM. (i) There is an exact, homotopy-colimit-preserving functor 
H: D(R) + 9 (resp. H: D’(R) + .Y’) such that n,HC = H * C. This f unctor is unique up 
to natural equivalence. 
(ii) The values of H are right (resp. left) HR-modules in a fashion which is natural 
up to deformation. 
(iii) There is a natural equivalence H(C&kC’) = HC A nRHC’. 
Proof. To construct H, it suffices to define HC for complexes C which are 
bounded below and projective in each dimension. If C has length 1, then HC must be 
a standard Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum. Then suppose by induction that HC is 
defined, functorial, and is an HR-module whenever C has length less than n. Given a 
complex C of length n, there exists an exact triangle M + C+ C where M has length 
1 and C is the result of truncating C at length (n - 1). We define HC to be the 
mapping cone of HM + Ht. By obstruction theory, HM --, HC preserves the HR- 
module structure, so HC is an HR-module. Finally, on complexes of infinite length H 
is determined by the homotopy colimit property. 
The proof of (iii) uses induction on length, the exactness of &, (7.4) and (9.1). 0 
12.6 Remarks. (i) Taking homotopy groups in 12.5(iii) again yields (0.7). 
(ii) It is the HR-module structure on HC which records information deeper than 
the homology groups of C. 
$13. THE KfJNNETH THEOREM FOR MODULE SPECTRA 
We recall that all ring and module spectra are required to carry A, structures. In 
the following theorem we prove (0.6). 
13.1 THEOREM. Let E and L be ring spectra. Let F be a right E-module and G a 
left E-module. Then there is a natural half-plane spectral sequence 
E:,, = Tork%,F, L,G)+L,+,(F A .&I 
in which the differential d’ has bidegree (- r, r - l), and the edge homomorphism 
L* F@,. .L,G + L,(F A sG) is induced by the product in L-homology and the 
inclusion F A G C F A rG. 
If all the spectra are connective, the filtration is finite in each degree and the 
spectral sequence converges. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the case when L is the sphere spectrum S, because one 
can then recover the general case by substituting L A E, L A F and L A G for E, F 
and G respectively and applying (11.2). 
In the case L = S, we seek a spectral sequence of the form 
TorfTE(7r,F, v*G)Jv*(F A rG). To obtain this, we recall that every spectrum is 
homotopy equivalent to a spectrum X with a Postnikov filtration by subspectra Xcn), 
where X1”+” C X’“), the union of all the X’“’ is X, the subspectrum X(“) is (n - l)- 
connected, and n,(X/X’“‘) = 0 for r 2 n. Then X’“)/X(“+‘) is an Eilenberg-MacLane 
spectrum S”H(x,X). 
From our results in (3.4) and (6.2) on transport of structures, we know we can 
assume that E, F and G have Postnikov filtrations. It is a straightforward con- 
sequence of the connectivity properties of these filtrations that the ring structure {bi} 
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on E and the module structures {cpi} and {tii} on F and G an be deformed until they 
respect the filtration, i.e. 
pj(K: A EC”‘) A . . ,a, EC”,)) c E(n,&. -n,) 
(Pi(K; ,., F(“‘) ,-, E(“?) ,, . . A E(“i)) C F(“I+.~i”~) 
(Li(K; A E’“I’ A . . A E(“,-I) ,, G(“,)) c @I‘ +n,). 
By (6.2), this does not change the homotopy type of F A EG. 
The filtered ring structure on E induces on the spectrum GrE = V,~Z(E’“‘/E’“+“) 
the structure of a ring spectrum, which we may regard as the associated graded ring 
spectrum. The filtered E-module structures on F and G make GrF = VnEZ(F(“‘/Fc”+“) 
and GrG = Vn,Z(G’“‘/G’““‘) into left and right (GrE)-modules respectively. 
The Postnikov filtration also induces a filtration of F A EG, which we call the tower 
filtration and denote by superscripts to distinguish it from the bar filtration of §5. For 
t E Z, the filtration stage (F A EG)f is defined to be the image in F A EG of 
Vp=2Un,+,,+,is,(K~ A F(“I) A EC”!) A . . A G’“i’). 
Therefore we have 
(F A EG)‘/(F A EGY’ = I(GrF) A (G,E)(GrG)I, 
where the spectrum on the right is the component in total degree t of the graded 
tensor product (GrF) A cG,Ej(GrG). Since GrE, GrF and GrG are generalized Eilen- 
berg-MacLane spectra, the homotopy type of the latter tensor product is given by 
Theorem 12.2, and so we have 
rs[(F A EG)‘I(F A EG)‘+‘] = TorZE(~& n*G) if sa0 
0 if s CO. 
Therefore the tower filtration yields a homotopy spectral sequence for ~T.JF A EG) 
which begins with the TorT:E(71-*F, r G). Taking t as the filtration degree makes Tor 
into the El-term. We choose to re-index the spectral sequence with s as the filtration 
degree: this makes Tor into the E*-term. 
It remains to investigate convergence. If F, E and G are connective, then 
(F A EG)’ is (t - I)-connected and equals F A EG if t 6 0. Therefore the filtration is 
finite in each degree, and the homotopy spectral sequence converges. il 
13.2 Remarks. (i) The vanishing of the k-invariants given by 12.2(ii) shows that the 
tower filtration is a modified Postnikov filtration of F A EG. 
(ii) There is some similarity with other situations in which Postnikov constructions 
have been used to construct spectral sequences, notably by Quillen ([12], II, 96; [13]). 
514. APPLICATIONS OF THE ICtiNNETH THEOREM 
It is known from the work of May et al.[lO] and others that a large number of 
spectra have A, ring structures. (In fact, an A, structure seems to occur whenever 
there is a multiplication which arises from some kind of monoidal structure, such as 
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the product of manifolds in bordism theory or the tensor product of modules in 
K-theory.) Therefore Theorem 13.1 has many potential applications. We give some 
examples of how it can be used to obtain universal coefficient and Kiinneth theorems 
of a conventional form for general homology theories. 
14.1 THEOREM (Universal coefficients). Let E be a ring spectrum and F a right 
E-module. Then there is a natural spectral sequence 
ES., = Tor%F,, E,X)J F,+,X 
valid for arbitrary spectra (or spaces) X. It converges if E, F and X are connective. 
Proof. In 13.1, we replace L by the sphere spectrum and G by E A X. Then the 
abutment is n*(F A E(E A X)) = ~F*(F A X) = F,X by (8.1), (10.2) and (9.1). 0 
For example, let E be a connective ring spectrum, and E[O, . . , n] the result of 
killing v,E for all r > n. By obstruction theory, there is a unique E-module structure 
(up to deformation) on E[O, . . , n] which extends the E-module structure on E. 
14.2 COROLLARY. The universal coeficient spectral sequence (14.1) exists when 
F = E[O, . . , n]. Cl 
Theorem 14.1 includes many new cases as well as giving a unified proof of the 
universal coefficient theorem for ordinary homology[4] and a number of known 
theorems for other particular homology theories [l]. The case n = 0 of (14.2) was 
proved for complex bordism by Conner and SmithIS] and for connective complex 
K-theory by Smith[17]. There are potential applications of (14.1) to the theories 
constructed from complex bordism by Baas[3], following Sullivan’s method of per- 
mitting singularities. These theories are further developed in [7, 111. The spectra 
concerned are expected to be A, MU-modules and BP-modules, but it is very 
doubtful whether they are A, ring spectra. 
14.3 THEOREM (Kiinneth theorem for general homology). Let L be a ring spectrum. 
Then there is a spectral sequence 
Et, = ~dN+X, L Y)*L+,(x A Y) 
valid for arbitrary spectra X and Y (or for spaces, if the homology groups are 1 
understood as reduced). It converges if E, X and Y are connective. 
Proof. This is the case E = S of (13.1). (It is also a special case of 14.1). 0 
The possible existence of a result of this type for A, ring spectra was foreseen 
some time ago by Adams (Cl], p. IS), after some work done by E. Dyer and D. S. 
Kahn under a hypothesis of strict associativity. It unifies a number of results which 
previously have needed very different proofs [l, 2,4, 141. It is not clear whether (14.3) 
includes all known Ktinneth theorems for general homology theories: the author 
thanks R. J. Steiner for pointing out that for complex K-theory with coefficients Z/pZ, 
the existence of the ,4, structure is an unsolved problem, while the Kunneth theorem 
exists because any graded module over the coefficient ring is free. 
The following cases of (14.3) appear to be new. 
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14.4 COROLLARY. The Kiinneth spectral sequence (14.3) is valid for 
(i) special unitary bordism MSU, and spin bordism MSpin,; 
(ii) connective real K-theory k0,; 
(iii) the connective algebraic K-theory kc associated with a discrete commututive 
ring A. 
Proof. The necessary A, structures exist in these cases. For (i) and (ii), this is 
proved in [lo]. The case of (iii) is covered by the general results proved in [9]. 0 
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